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T
U
C
A
N
O
& THE ENVIRONMENT

Since 2017, Tucano has focused on sustainability and reducing its 
environmental impact through the adoption of recycled plastic or 
compostable materials for a substantial portion of its product cat-
alog. These certified materials and accessories are in line with new 
European regulations. Taking on the challenge of ethical and envi-
ronmentally-friendly production can play a crucial role in safeguard-
ing the planet and is also part of a larger program. Tucano’s focus 
on social and environmental responsibility is part of a corporate pro-
gram that envisions a complete transformation, which also extends 
to the company’s internal operations. This commitment has resulted 
in a series of concrete, green initiatives such as controlled waste 
management and reduction as well as energy requalification.
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G O

M
MO

Sporty design 
and rubberized finish 
for the perfect 
urban style



29 x 41 x 11,50 cm

BKGOM15

BK B VM Y G

2114L

Gommo Backpack

Backpack featuring a minimal and sporty design in 
rainproof rubberized material. Equipped with a large 
single compartment, the Gommo backpack has an in-
ternal pocket for laptops and an external pocket for 
accessories. It also features a breathable mesh back 
as well as a convenient trolley strap.

Laptop 15.6”  
and MacBook Pro 16”

11

https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5430-7277-tucano-gommo-backpack-bkgom15.html#/384-colors-yellow


BK B VM Y G

45 x 33 x 25 cm

2737L

BGOMWE

Gommo Duffle

Weekender bag in rainproof rubberized material that can 
be used as a holdall or as a backpack, thanks to the dou-
ble Fastex system that transforms the handles into shoul-
der straps. With its spacious internal compartment and 
the excellent organization of the external pockets, the 
weekender bag is useful at the gym, while traveling or on 
your commute. Comes with a removable shoulder strap.

12

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5429-7275-tucano-gommo-backpack-bgomwe.html#/384-colors-yellow


BTRGOM-S

BK B VM Y G

33,5 x 53 x 25 cm

42L

Gommo Trolley

The Gommo cabin trolley, ideal for all airlines, is made 
of water-resistant rubberized material combined with 
a polycarbonate shell.

15



BGOM15

BK

BK

B

B

VM

VM

G

38 x 
29 x
10,50 cm

22L

11L

30,5 x 
45 x 
16,5cm

22

15

BGOMSB

BGOMSH

BK

BK

B

B

VM

VM

G

G

20 x 
24 x
1 cm

42 x 
41,5 x
2 cm

19

4

12L

1L

Gommo
Shoulder Bag

Gommo
Bag 

Gommo
Shopper 

Minimal-sporty design bag 
made of rainproof rubberized 
material. Features a large single 
compartment with an internal 
laptop pocket and an external 
accessory pocket.

Gommo Backpack
Rolltop
Roll top backpack made of wa-
terproof rubberized material 
obtained from recycled plastic.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

BKGOMRT15

Bag in rainproof rubberized 
material equipped with a large 
compartment, equipped with a 
padded pocket for laptops up 
to 14” and an external pocket 
for accessories.

Small shoulder bag in rainproof 
rubberized material. Its internal 
anti-radiation system can offer 
considerable protection from 
electromagnetic waves emitted 
by smartphones.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

Laptop 14” 
and MacBook Pro 14”

16 17

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5426-7256-tucano-gommo-backpack-bgom15.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5427-7279-tucano-gommo-backpack-bgomsb.html#/398-colors-gray
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5428-7264-tucano-gommo-backpack-bgomsh.html#/393-colors-military_green


BSGOM1516

BFGOM1516

BSGOM1314

BFGOM1314

BK

BK

BK

BK

B

B

B

B

VM

VM

VM

VM

Y

Y

Y

Y

G

G

G

G

9

9

36 x 25,5 x 2 cm
39,5 x 27 x 2 cm

36 x 25,5 x 2 cm
39,5 x 27 x 2 cm

Sleeve 
Gommo

Waterproof laptop bag in rub-
berized material, featuring a 
single padded compartment 
with non-slip corner flaps.

Waterproof laptop cover in 
rubberized material, featuring 
a single padded compartment 
with non-slip corner flaps.

Gommo
Slim Bag 

Laptop 14” and MacBook Air 15”

Laptop 14” and MacBook Air 15”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

18
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The line of bags and backpacks with 
sophisticated and contemporary designs



BGNTSH-S

BGNTSH-L

BK

BK

B

B

BE

BE

Z

Z

PP

PP

V

V
14

36 x 42 x 1 cm30 x 32 x 1 cm

5L 8L

Ginetta Bag

Shoulder bag made of soft, leather-look material pro-
duced from recycled plastic. The minimal design, ex-
posed stitching and distinctive shoulder strap attach-
ment make the bag lightweight and unstructured. The 
Ginetta bag is lined and features two pockets, one of 
which is zippered.

23

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5450-7339-tucano-ginetta-backpack-bgntsh-l.html#/403-colors-purple
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5451-7343-tucano-ginetta-backpack-bgntsh-s.html#/385-colors-beige


BNINASH-L

BK B BE

Z PP V

29 x 42 x 12,50 cm

1315L

Nina Shopper

Shopper with drawstring closure made of leather ef-
fect material produced from recycled plastic. The Nina 
shopper is lined and features a single compartment 
and two pockets, one of which is zippered. Equipped 
with a magnetic button closure.

25

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5448-7332-tucano-nina-backpack-bninash-l.html#/395-colors-dark_green


BKNINA

BNINASB

BK

BK

B

B

BE

BE

Z

Z

PP

PP

V

V

35 x 
45 x
1 cm

18 x 
25,5 x
1 cm

10

6

10L

1L

Mini bag with drawstring closure 
made of leather-effect material 
produced from recycled plastic.

Soft backpack featuring a handy 
drawstring closure, completely 
made of leather-effect material 
produced from recycled plastic.

Nina
Backpack

Nina
Shoulder Bag

26

https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5446-7316-tucano-nina-backpack-bknina.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5447-7327-tucano-nina-backpack-bninasb.html#/401-colors-light_blue


BSISO1314

BSISO1516

BK

BK

PK

PK

PP

PP

V

V

37 x 27,5 x 2 cm 40 x 30,5 x 2 cm

IS

O

A

TT

Isotta Bag

Elegant slim bag in soft, leather-look PU. Featuring 
a single internal laptop compartment, the Isotta bag 
has an external accessory pocket and a removable 
shoulder strap.

Laptop 14” and MacBook Air 15”

Laptop 15,6” and MacBook Pro 16”

29

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5495-7455-tucano-isotta-backpack-bsiso1314.html#/395-colors-dark_green
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5521-7508-tucano-isotta-backpack-bsiso1516.html#/403-colors-purple


P A
L

M
AAn attractive line 

of portfolios 
and cases featuring 
elegant wrist straps



TVA-PA13

TVA-PA1011

TVA-PAS PP

PP

PP PKPP

PKPP

PKPPBVM

BVM

BVM

34,5 x 24,5 x 1 cm30 x 22,5 x 1 cm 20 x 14 x 1 cm

BK

BK

BK

5

Palma multipurpose pouch

Document case with flat construction and zipper pull 
with convenient wrist strap. Made of synthetic leather 
obtained from recycled plastic, the Palma case has a 
lined, scratch-resistant interior.

Laptop 12” and MacBook 13”

Tablet 11” and iPad 11”

33

https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5484-7423-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pas.html#/403-colors-purple
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5477-7419-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pa1011.html#/402-colors-pink
https://tucano.com/en/all-sleeves/5478-7388-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pa13.html#/403-colors-purple


TVA-PABC

TVA-PAHW

TVA-PAVW

BK

BK

BK

PP

PP

PP

PKPPBVM

BVM

BVM

21 x 
13,5 x
4,5 cm

8,5 x 10,5 x 2 cm
11 x 9 x 2 cm

2,5

1,5 1,5

TVA-PAK

TVA-PAPC

BK

BK

PP

PP

PKPP

PKPP

BVM

BVM

21 x 
13,5 x
4,5 cm

21 x 
5,5 x
5 cm

1

Medium-sized beauty case 
with a single compartment. 
It  features a zipper pull and a 
handy wrist strap.

Key fob featuring a central 
compartment and zipper pull 
with handy wrist strap. Made 
of synthetic leather produced 
from recycled plastic.

Pencil case featuring a central 
compartment and zipper pull 
with handy wrist strap. Made 
of synthetic leather produced 
from recycled plastic.

Small wallet with 6 card slots, 
one compartment for bank-
notes and two pockets, made 
of material produced from re-
cycled plastic.

Palma
Beauty Case

Palma
Small Wallet

Palma
Pencil Case

Palma
Key Pouch

34 35

https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5479-7390-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pabc.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5481-7398-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pak.html#/402-colors-pink
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5527-7531-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pahw.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5528-7534-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pavw.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5483-7405-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-papc.html#/386-colors-blue


TVA-PACCH

TVA-PAP

BK

BK

PP

PP

BVM

BVM

7,5 x 
13 x
1,5 cm

19 x 
11 x
2 cm

1

5,5

TVA-PAW

TVA-PATF

BK

BK

PP

PP

BVM

BVM

7,5 x 
13 x
1,5 cm

19 x 
11 x
2 cm

3,5 

5

Card holder made of synthet-
ic leather produced from re-
cycled plastic. Equipped with 
RFID protection.

Horizontal wallet with zip-
per-pull closure and a handy 
wrist strap. The inner spac-
es are well organized and the 
wallet offers RFID protection.

Small wallet with central zip 
compartment. the spaces are 
well organized and is equipped 
with RFID protection.

Well organized travel wallet 
that features a handy passport 
pocket. The Palma travel wal-
let features a zipper pull with 
a wrist strap and is equipped 
with RFID protection.

Palma
Card Holder

Palma
Wallet

Palma
Wallet

Palma
Travel Wallet

36 37

https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5480-7394-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pacch.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5485-7408-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-patf.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5482-7403-tucano-palma-backpack-tva-pap.html#/403-colors-purple


BLAM21314

BLAM21516

BK

BK

PPB

B

BE

37,5 x 26,5 x 5 cm 40,5 x 28,5 x 5 cm

20

L A

M P
O

Lampo Bag

Lightweight, compact bag made of fabric produced 
from recycled plastic. The dual-compartment con-
struction, enhanced by a central space and an external 
accessories pocket, makes it easy to stay well-organ-
ized. Comes with a removable shoulder strap.

Laptop 14” and MacBook Air 14”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

39

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5522-7510-tucano-lampo-backpack-blam21314.html#/385-colors-beige
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5523-7512-tucano-lampo-backpack-blam21516.html#/386-colors-blue


TR A
C

OL
LE

Impeccable style
and organization 
in a single solution



BSPILLOSB

BSPILLASB

BK

BK

B

B

BE

BE Y

Y PP

PP

17 x 
23 x
5 cm

24 x 
20 x
5 cm

62L

72,5L

WO4SB-S

WO4SB-M

BTRACKSB-S

AX

AX

BK

18,5 x 25 x 5 cm
21 x 27,5 x 5 cm

18,5 x 
25,5 x
6 cm

82L

2,5L

Horizontal shoulder bag made 
of recycled nylon with rear 
compartment in anti-radiation 
fabric lining

Vertical shoulder bag made of 
recycled nylon. Its rear com-
partment is equipped with an-
ti-radiation system lining.

Vertical shoulder bag made 
from high-tech fabric, featur-
ing an ample back compart-
ment with integrated anti-radi-
ation system fabric lining.

Vertical slim shoulder bag in 
two sizes made of material 
from recycled plastic. The back 
compartment  features an anti 
radiation system fabric lining

Shoulder Bag
Spillo

Shoulder Bag
Work Out 4

Shoulder Bag
Spilla

Shoulder Bag
Track

42 43

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5434-7287-tucano-spilla-backpack-bspillasb.html#/403-colors-purple
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5435-7289-tucano-spillo-backpack-bspillosb.html#/385-colors-beige
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5437-7293-tucano-work-out-4-shoulder-bag-backpack-wo4sb-s.html#/409-colors-anthracite
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5436-7292-tucano-work-out-4-shoulder-bag-backpack-wo4sb-m.html#/409-colors-anthracite
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5471-7374-tucano-track-backpack-btracksb-s.html#/382-colors-black


T
E

D Travel under 
the banner of color, 
shapes and volumes



BTRTED-S

BTRTED-M

BTRTED-L

BK

BK

BK

B

B

B

Y

Y

VM CR

48 x 77 x 30 cm42 x 64 x 26 cm39 x 55 x 21 cm

40L 63L 102L

Ted Trolley

Four-wheeled carry-on in polycarbonate material, 
featuring double vertical and horizontal handles. The 
roomy interior space has a zippered separator and a 
double strap to secure clothing. TSA Closure.

47

https://tucano.com/en/trolleys/5396-7190-tucano-ted-40l-backpack-btrted-s.html#/408-colors-coral_red
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5445-7315-tucano-ted-62l-backpack-btrted-m.html#/384-colors-yellow
https://tucano.com/en/luggage/5444-7312-tucano-ted-102l-backpack-btrted-l.html#/387-colors-blu_scuro


BKTED11

BKTED1314

BK

BK

BS

BS

Y

Y

VM

VM

CR

CR
12

29,50 x 41 x 13 cm22,50 x 32,50 x 10 cm

7L 14L

Ted Baclpack 

Sporty backpack made from recycled plastic materi-
al. Featuring a roomy central compartment, the Ted 
backpack is equipped with an internal pocket that fits 
laptops up to 14” and an accessories pocket on the 
front. On the back is both a security pocket and trolley 
strap which allows you to attach it to a trolley.

Tablet 11” and iPad 11”

Laptop 14” and MacBook Pro 14”

48

https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/4964-6796-tucano-ted-11-backpack-bkted11.html#/384-colors-yellow
https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/4975-6801-tucano-ted-14-backpack-bkted1314.html#/408-colors-coral_red


IR O
N

Inspired by the versatile 
jerrycan, translated 
into designer luggage



BTRIR-S

BTRIR-M

BK

BK

VM

VM

W

W

41 x 67 x 28 cm39 x 55 x 21 cm

40L 72L

Iron Trolley

Four-wheeled carry-on and check-in trolley designed 
with an industrial look, characterized by two light and 
durable polycarbonate shells. TSA Closure

53

https://tucano.com/en/travel/5293-7012-tucano-iron-40l-backpack-btrir-s.html#/393-colors-military_green
https://tucano.com/en/travel/5292-7372-tucano-iron-72l-backpack-btrir-m.html#/381-colors-white


32 x 48 x 19 cm

BKBAND15

BK VM

2130L

B
A
N

D

Band Backpack

Ample spaces and sporty lines for the Band backpack, 
made with material produced from recycled plastic 
and characterized by webbing accents on the front 
panel. It features a padded pocket for 15.6” laptops or 
16” MacBooks, a double compartment separated by a 
zipper, and two roomy front pockets for accessories.

55

https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5509-7470-tucano-band-backpack-bkband15.html#/382-colors-black


DE S
E

RTCapacious 
compartments and 
sporty lines accented 
with sturdy webbing



 30 x 42,5 x 17,5 cm

BKDES15

BK VM B

2425L

Military-style backpack made from recycled plastic. 
The large internal compartment, the size of which can 
be adjusted with two side straps, is equipped with a 
laptop pocket. The refined style and well-organized 
pockets, including three on the front as well as a 
security pocket on the back, make it multifaceted and 
perfect for any occasion.

Laptop 15.6”
and MacBook 16”

Desert Backpack 16”

59

https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/5286-7000-tucano-desert-15-backpack-bkdes15.html#/393-colors-military_green


BKDES1314 

BDESBKSH-M 

BK B BE BX VM CAM
-VM

28 x 
37 x
15 cm

35 x 
42 x
8 cm

18

19

15L

12L

BK B BE BX VM CAM
-VM

Laptop 13” and MacBook Pro 14”

Military-style backpack made 
with fabric produced from re-
cycled plastic and featuring a 
drawstring closure and hood.

Military-style shopper that 
converts into a backpack made 
from recycled plastic

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

Desert
Backpack 14”

Desert
Shopper

60

https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/5285-6996-tucano-desert-13-14-backpack-bkdes1314.html#/390-colors-bordeaux
https://tucano.com/en/casual-bags-tucano/5283-7156-tucano-desert-shopper-m-backpack-bdesbksh-m.html#/385-colors-beige


27,5 x 36,5 x 18 cm

BKGOAL

G VM CP

1718L

G

O

AL

Goal Backpack

Backpack made with fabric produced from recycled 
plastic and partially covered with a medium texture 
mesh. The Goal backpack, equipped with a drawstring 
closure and flap, has an internal pocket for laptops 
and an external pocket for accessories, located on the 
front panel. The ergonomic back features padded and 
adjustable shoulder straps.

Laptop 13” 
and MacBook 14”

63

https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/5354-7127-tucano-goal-backpack-bkgoal.html#/392-colors-green


T
U

G
Ò

The travel backpack 
and trolley ideal for 
every airline



BKTUG-M

BKTUG-ML

BK

BK

MC

MC

B

B
26

30 x 40 x 15 cm 34 x 47 x 17,5 cm

20L 28,5L

Tugò Backpack

Carry-on travel backpack that’s compatible with the 
size requirements of most airlines. Made of material 
produced from recycled plastic, the Tugò backpack 
has a padded rear compartment for laptop. Enjoy 
perfect portability with two handles, one on the top 
and the other on the side.

67

https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/2601-7509-tucano-tugo-m-backpack-bktug-m.html#/400-colors-brown
https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5395-7183-tucano-tugo-ml-backpack-bktug-ml.html#/386-colors-blue


BTRTUG-S

BTRTUG-M

BK

BK

MC

MC

B

B

36 x 53 x 20 cm 36 x 63 x 20 cm

34L 45L

51

Tugò Trolley

Four-wheeled carry-on and check-in trolley in dura-
ble, waterproof fabric. Base and back panel made of 
thermoformed material. The interior features a single 
compartment and is equipped with elastic straps to 
secure your clothing. On the front there are two spa-
cious, quick-access pockets.

68

https://tucano.com/en/trolleys/2421-5735-tucano-tugo-trolley-backpack-btrtug-s.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/trolleys/2420-5733-tucano-tugo-trolley-backpack-btrtug-m.html#/386-colors-blue


C O

TTO

M

PA
Space management 
becomes a game with 
these foldable bags



27,50 x 36,50 x 18 cm

BPCOBK-ECO

BK VM B F

R VA Z

625L

Compatto Backpack

Super lightweight foldable backpack, made of RPET 
obtained from recycled plastic. Easy to convert into a 
flat pocket, the Compatto backpack is equipped with 
a trolley strap, a convenient web-strap handgrip and 
an easy-access pocket.

73

https://tucano.com/en/foldables/5438-7305-tucano-compatto-eco-backpack-backpack-bpcobk-eco.html#/401-colors-light_blue


BPCOWE-ECO

BPCOSH-ECO 

BK

BK

B

B

VM

F VA

28 x 
37 x
15 cm

28 x 
37 x
15 cm

11

6

54L

18L

BPCOSL-ECO 

BPCOBK-MENDINI 

BPOUCH-MEDINI 

BK

BK

BK

B

B

B

F

F

F

VA

VA

VA

28 x 
37 x
15

28 x 
37 x
15 cm

28 x 
37 x
15 cm

5

25L

14L

Folding duffle, made of RPET 
obtained from recycled plastic, 
has substantial capacity with 
efficiently organized storage 
spaces.

Lightweight foldable shopper, 
made of RPET obtained from 
recycled plastic. 

Lightweight foldable shoulder 
bag, made of RPET obtained from 
recycled plastic.

Lightweight and foldable back-
pack made of nylon with water-re-
pellent treatment. Graphics by At-
elier Mendini.

Flat, multi-use nylon case with 
external zip. Graphics by Atelier 
Mendini.

Compatto
Duffle

Compatto
Sling Bag

Compatto
Sling Bag

Compatto
Pouch

Compatto
Shopper

74 75

https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5423-7255-tucano-compatto-eco-duffle-backpack-bpcowe-eco.html#/393-colors-military_green
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5422-7247-tucano-compatto-eco-shopper-backpack-bpcosh-eco.html#/383-colors-red
https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5424-7253-tucano-compatto-eco-sling-backpack-bpcosl-eco.html#/394-colors-acid_green
https://tucano.com/en/foldables/2609-6043-tucano-compatto-mendini-backpack-backpack-bpcobk-mendini.html#/394-colors-acid_green
https://tucano.com/en/travel-accessories/2394-5687-tucano-compatto-mendini-backpack-bpouch-mendini.html#/391-colors-fuchsia


T
R
A

ELV
ACCESSORIES
Travel organizers 
perfect for any luggage



BPI-SET BK PP

15
6L
4,5L
9L

L

33,5 x 39,5 x 2,5 cm 
28,5 x 19,5 x 7,5 cm
35,5 x 25,5 x 9,5 cm

BPG-SET BK BX

30 X 20 X 8,5 cm
34 X 24 X 9 cm
40 x 30 x 9 cm

5L
9L
11L

L

BMIA2-M 

BMIA2-S 

BK

BK

VA

VA

26 x 17 x 10 cm
18,6 x 19 x 8,5 cm

4

BOR-S 

BOR-M 

B

B

BX

BX

VM

VM

6 24 x 18 x 7 cm
18 x 12 x 7 cm

Piego
Organiser set for luggage in 
nylon made up of two different 
sized boxes for clothing and a 
shoe bag. 

Pigio
Set of 3 space-saving suitcase 
organizers made of fabric pro-
duced from recycled plastic. 
Pigio reduces the space taken 
up by clothing by 50%.

Mia
Bag organizer made of fab-
ric obtained from plastic and 
equipped with multiple pock-
ets and padded inside.

Ordine
Beauty case, made of fabric 
obtained from recycled plas-
tic, which can also be used as 
a bag organizer.
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https://tucano.com/en/foldables/2393-5685-tucano-piego-travel-set-backpack-bpi-set.html#/423-colors-coal
https://tucano.com/en/eco-/5494-7445-tucano-mia-backpack-bmia2-s.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/eco-/5493-7444-tucano-mia-backpack-bmia2-m.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/travel-accessories/2374-7449-tucano-ordine-backpack-bor-s.html#/390-colors-bordeaux
https://tucano.com/en/travel-accessories/2373-7446-tucano-ordine-backpack-bor-m.html#/386-colors-blue


S
LE

VE

E

Protection and elegance 
for your laptop



37 x 26,50 x 2 cm36 x 26 x 2 cm32 x 23,50 x 2 cm

V

V

V

W

W

W

B

B

B

BFSCZMB13-PSC

BFSCZMB15-PSC

BFSCZMB16-PSC
10

S

Z
Z

O

CHI
Schizzo Sleeve

Schizzo is a printed neoprene featuring fish graphics characterized 
by refined design and colors. Equipped with our Anti-Slip System®, 
an internal elastic band to secure your laptop, the Schizzo Second 
Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. This guaran-
tees both a slimmer profile and excellent protection. Lined with soft, 
scratch-resistant material.

MacBook 13” and laptop 12”

MacBook Air 15” and laptop 14”

MacBook Pro 16” and laptop 15.6”
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https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo
https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo
https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo


BFSCZMB13-FGL

BFSCZMB15-FGL

BFSCZMB16-FGL

O

O

O

GB

GB

GB
10

37 x 26,50 x 2 cm36 x 26 x 2 cm32 x 23,50 x 2 cm

Schizzo Sleeve

Schizzo is a printed neoprene cover featuring leaves graphics char-
acterized by refined design and colors. Equipped with our Anti-Slip 
System®, an internal elastic band to secure your laptop, the Schizzo 
Second Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. This 
guarantees both a slimmer profile and excellent protection. Lined 
with soft, scratch-resistant material.

MacBook 13” and laptop 12”

MacBook Air 15” and laptop 14”

MacBook Pro 16” and laptop 15.6”
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https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo
https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo
https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=schizzo


37 x 26,50 x 2 cm36 x 26 x 2 cm32 x 23,50 x 2 cm

BFRLVMB13-CTS

BFRLVMB15-CTS

BFRLVMB16-CTS

V

V

V
8

RI
L

I EV

O

Rilievo is a neoprene case featuring tone-on-tone, 
themed, embossed motifs. Equipped with our An-
ti-Slip System®, an internal elastic band to secure your 
laptop, the Rilievo Second Skin® also fits snugly thanks 
to its flat-lock stitching. This guarantees both a slim-
mer profile and excellent protection. Lined with soft, 
scratch-resistant material.

MacBook 13” and laptop 12”

MacBook Air 15” and laptop 14”

MacBook Pro 16” and laptop 15.6”

Rilievo Cactus 
Sleeve

87

https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=rilievo


BFRLVMB13-GLN

BFRLVMB13-GLN

BFRLVMB13-GLN

O

O

O

32 x 23,50 x 2 cm
36 x 26 x 2 cm
37 x 26,50 x 2 cm

32 x 23,50 x 2 cm
36 x 26 x 2 cm
37 x 26,50 x 2 cm

8

8

MacBook 13” and laptop 12”

MacBook Air 15” and laptop 14”

MacBook Pro 16” and laptop 15.6”

Rilievo
Galline

Rilievo
Insetti
MacBook 13” and laptop 12” 

BFRLVMB13-INS 

MacBook Air 15” and laptop 14” 

BFRLVMB13-INS 

MacBook Pro 16” and laptop 15.6” 

BFRLVMB13-INSK
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BK

BK

BK

https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=rilievo
https://tucano.com/en/module/iqitsearch/searchiqit?s=rilievo


39 x 27,50 x 2 cm36 x 26 x 2 cm

BFBOA1314

BFBOA1516

O

O

PK

PK

B

B

B
O

A

Boa Sleeve

Stylish reptile-effect PU case for laptop and Mac-
Book. Soft to the touch and with anti-scratch interior 
protection, the Boa case comes with anti-slip system 
elastic band, ideal for securing the laptop.

Laptop 13” and 14”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro16”
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https://tucano.com/en/all-sleeves/5489-7442-tucano-boa-13-14-backpack-bfboa1314.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/all-sleeves/5490-7434-tucano-boa-156-backpack-bfboa1516.html#/406-colors-orange


BFTRE1314

BFTRE1516

V

V

PK

PK

BK

BK

39 x 27,50 x 2 cm36 x 26 x 2 cm

TR
E

A

C
C
 I

Treccia Sleeve

Refined PU cover with scratch-resistant lining features 
a decorative woven pattern and is ideal for laptop and 
MacBook. Our anti-slip system, a stretchy band care-
fully sewn to the inside of the sleeve, secures your lap-
top from possible falls.

Laptop 13” and 14”

Laptop 15.6” and Macbook Pro 16”
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https://tucano.com/en/all-sleeves/5491-7438-tucano-treccia-13-14-backpack-bftre1314.html#/392-colors-green
https://tucano.com/en/all-sleeves/5492-7439-tucano-treccia-156-backpack-bftre1516.html#/382-colors-black


BUSI
NESS LIFE

STY
LE



M
O

PREMIUM

D
O

Simple, refined lines enhanced by 
leather details



BMDOKSP

BMDOKP

BK

BK

VM

VM
16

30 x 40 x 15 cm 34 x 47 x 17,50 cm

17L11L

Business backpack made of fabric produced from re-
cycled plastic features leather accents and an internal 
compartment with a double protective pocket for lap-
top. With its ample, easy-access top opening, which 
can be adjusted from either end using the side straps, 
the Modo Premium backpack features well-organized 
pockets, an ergonomic back, and a trolley strap. Secu-
rity pocket located on the back.

Laptop 13” and MacBook 14”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook 16”

Modo Premium 
Backpack
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https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5476-7383-tucano-modo-premium-14-backpack-bmdoksp.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5475-7378-tucano-modo-premium-156-backpack-bmdokp.html#/393-colors-military_green


BMDOBP

BK

41 x 31 x 10 cm

VM

1513L

Business bag made of fabric produced from recycled 
plastic features leather accents and an internal com-
partment with a double protective pocket for laptop. 
With its ample, easy-access top opening, which can 
be adjusted from either end using the side straps, the 
Modo Premium bag features two external pockets for 
accessories and a trolley strap. Removable shoulder 
strap.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBbook Pro 16”

Modo Premium 
Bag
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https://tucano.com/en/all-bags/5474-7380-tucano-modo-premium-backpack-bmdobp.html#/382-colors-black


D E
S

RT PREMIUM

E

Understated, sporty style emphasized by 
small leather interventions



 30 x 42,50 x 17,50 cm

BKDESP15

BK VM

25L 36

Sporty business backpack made of recycled nylon 
with leather accents and a roomy central compartment 
featuring a double protective pocket for laptop and a 
tablet. Enhanced with two roomy pockets on the front 
panel, the Desert Premium backpack features excel-
lent internal organization, an ergonomic back with a 
security pocket, and a trolley strap.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

Desert Premium
Backpack
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https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5473-7384-tucano-desert-premium-backpack-bkdesp15.html#/382-colors-black


BK

30 x 40 x 5 cm

VM

2312L

Sporty business shopper made of recycled nylon with 
leather accents and a roomy central compartment 
with protective pocket for laptop. With an ample front 
pocket that features a zip closure and an excellent in-
ternal organization, the Desert Premium shopper also 
converts into a backpack, thanks to the two shoulder 
straps that can be tucked away into a pocket located 
on the back panel.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

BDESPBKSH-M

Desert Premium
Shopper
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https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5472-7375-tucano-desert-premium-backpack-bdespbksh-m.html#/393-colors-military_green


A

G
S

The Anti-Gravity 
backpack with elastic 
shoulder straps to lighten 
the weight
The anti-gravity system is inspired 
by the ancient Chinese “Bian Dan”, 
a way of carrying two containers of 
similar weight on a pole made of 
bamboo, a flexible material able to 
reduce the sensation of heaviness. 
With the elastic movement of the 
shoulder straps, our AGS System re-
duces the stiffness of the back and 
neck muscles, buffering the pres-
sure of the backpack’s load through 
an even distribution of the weight 
between your hips and shoulder



33 x 47 x 17 cm

BKMAR15-AGS

BK B

2925L

Marte AGS

Backpack equipped with Anti-Gravity System, an 
elastic suspension of the shulder straps designed to 
reduce the load on the shoulders and back when the 
body is in motion. In addition to improving posture 
and reducing muscle strain, the anti-gravity system 
specifically alleviates stiffness in the back and neck 
muscles by distributing the weight of the backpack 
evenly between the shoulders and pelvis.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”
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https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2586-5982-tucano-marte-gravity-backpack-bkmar15-ags.html#/382-colors-black


BKSOL17-AGS BK B

34 x 
49 x
21 cm

3130L

BKBIN15-AGS AX B

30 x 
44 x
15 cm

2320L

BKTER15-AGS BK B

33 x 
47 x
17 cm

2720L

BKLUN15-AGS BK B

33 x 
45 x
11 cm

2417L

Laptop 17” and MacBook Pro 16”

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

AGS
Terra

AGS
Luna

AGS
Sole

AGS
Binario

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”
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https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2597-6009-tucano-terra-gravity-backpack-bkter15-ags.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2593-6165-tucano-sole-gravity-backpack-bksol17-ags.html#/386-colors-blue
https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2583-5975-tucano-luna-gravity-backpack-bklun15-ags.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/5374-7155-tucano-binario-gravity-backpack-bkbin15-ags.html#/409-colors-anthracite


BKBZ17-AGS BK

32 x 
47 x
16 cm

2725L

BKBRA-AGS BK

31 x 
46,5 x
17 cm

3025L

Laptop 17” and MacBook Pro 16”

AGS
Bizip

AGS
Bravo

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Backpack equipped with An-
ti-Gravity System, an elastic 
suspension in the shoulder 
straps designed to reduce the 
weight on the shoulders and 
the back when your body is 
moving. 

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”
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https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5383-7172-tucano-bizip-gravity-backpack-bkbz17-ags.html#/382-colors-black
https://tucano.com/en/all-backpacks/5388-7171-tucano-bravo-gravity-backpack-bkbra-ags.html#/382-colors-black


BKLUN15

BK B

2017L

31 x 46,5 x 17 cm

P

T

L
A

NE

Contemporary designer backpack made with 
high-density fabric. The interior compartment, 
equipped with a protective pocket for laptops, offers 
plenty of space for documents and accessories. The 
front side features pockets of different heights with 
top-quality zipper closures. The ergonomic back is 
further enhanced with padded mesh elements and 
comfortable, adjustable shoulder straps, as well as a 
security pocket and a trolley strap.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

Planet 
Lunar Backpack

117

https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2584-tucano-lunar-backpack-bklun15.html


33 x 
47 x
17 cm

2420L

BKMAR15 

BKTER15 

BK

BK

B

B

31 x 
46,5 x
17 cm

2625L

Contemporary designer back-
pack for laptop and MacBook. 
Made with high-density fabric, 
the Terras backpack’s pockets 
are very well organized.

Contemporary designer back-
pack  made with high-density 
fabric. The Martem backpack 
is very well organized, both in-
side and out.

Laptop 15.6” and MacBook Pro 16”

Laptop 15.6” e MacBook Pro 16”

Planet Backpack 
Martem

Planet Backpack 
Terras
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https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2587-tucano-martem-backpack-bkmar15.html
https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/2598-tucano-terras-backpack-bkter15.html


31 x 45 x 19 cm

BK B GVM

2725L

F
L
A

SH
Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

BKFLASH15

Flash Backpack

Business backpack made with material produced from 
recycled plastic. It features leatherette trim and three 
compartments separated by zippers. The Flash back-
pack features well-organized pockets, one specifically 
for laptops and another for tablets, and one for ac-
cessories that is located on the front panel. The back 
features a security pocket, a trolley strap, and padded 
and adjustable shoulder straps.
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https://tucano.com/en/backpacks/5321-7081-tucano-flash-15-backpack-bkflash15.html#/398-colors-gray


BFLASH15

BK

43 x 28 x 18 cm

B

2422L

Flash Bag

Roomy business bag made with material produced from 
recycled plastic. It features leatherette trim and two in-
ternal compartments separated by zippers. The Flash 
bag features well-organized pockets – one specifically 
for laptops and another for tablets, and one for accesso-
ries that is located on the front panel. The trolley strap 
on the back also has an integrated security pocket. The 
shoulder strap is adjustable and detachable.

Laptop 15.6” 
and MacBook Pro 16”

122

https://tucano.com/en/bags/5320-7077-tucano-flash-15-backpack-bflash15.html#/386-colors-blue


www.tucano.com




